WHO WE ARE

CORPORATE VALUES
Paradise Packaging Pvt. Ltd. today one of the most dependable names in packaging materials. From humble beginnings in 1994 with simple blending techniques to manufacture one product, the company has moved on to a modern set up. Fully equipped with manufactory plants, laboratories, warehousing facilities, latest communication accessories and a vast marketing network on national scale.

The product range encompasses the needs of practically each and every type of packaging materials. The company has been meeting the ever changing demands and has maintained a judicious balance of Quality, Economics and Ecological considerations even or emerging technologies. It has particular employee is on timely delivery and commitments.

It aims further diversifications, improvement in technical services, innovations, better professional and skilled manpower, upgrading systems, and expected to implement in near future.

MISSION
Design Develop, manufacture, market and Support quality products which are at the Leading edge of price and performance, to provide satisfaction to the customers by ensuring Functionally good products, cost economy and reliable service.

VISION
To build a growth-oriented profitable and Reputed organization striving hard for Transforming innovations into actions.

WHAT WE DO
Paradise is a leading manufacturer and exporter of all types of packaging bags and cut rolls. We are proud to deliver products with international standards in quality, with complete satisfaction and by overwhelming service. The long and medium terms expansions are targeted to meet customer needs which are ever changing with the growing and sophistication of high class customers.

Offering quality products Woven Sacks Roll and Bag, Paper Coated HDPE Bags, BOPP HDPE Bag, Rust Preventive (VCI) Paper, Polylined Paper, Wax Paper, High Tech HDPE Adhesive Tape and VCI envelopes and strips etc. at competitive price.

With increasing awareness, ECO friendly, durable, economical flexible packaging material being demanded by customers. With added attraction of different qualities, we have developed different products, for different industries at the most competitive and reasonable rates, with best services.

Our objective is to maintain market leadership, by delivering products and services to the entire satisfactions of our customers, through continuous improvement, technological up gradation and committed employees.

Continued patronage and support from everyone has helped us to look back with satisfaction and view the future with confidence.

PRODUCTS

HDPE Fabric
Cut Rolls

Polylined HDPE Rolls

Paper HDPE Rolls
ADDRESS
No. 201, Guru Prabha Apartment, Sunder Nagar,
Senapati Bapat Marg, Near Kohinoor Technical Institute, Dadar (w)
Mumbai - 400028, Maharashtra, India
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EMAIL
paradise@paradisepackaging.net

WEBSITE
www.paradisepackaging.net